
REDWOODS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Curriculum Committee 

Eureka: 7351 Tompkins Hill Road, SSA 202  
Del Norte: 883 W. Washington Boulevard, Room E2 

 

Meeting Date: September 28, 2018 

Members Present: Sean Thomas, Steve Brown, Nicole Bryant Lescher, Jennifer Burlison, Levi Gill, Marla Gleave, 
Justine Shaw, Angelina Hill (Ex-Officio) 

Members Absent:       

1. Call to Order: Curriculum Committee Chair, Sean Thomas, called the called the meeting to order at 1:01p.m. 

2. Introductions & Public Comment: None. 

3. Approval of the Minutes: Steve Brown moved to approve the minutes of the September 14, 2018 meeting, 
seconded byNicole Bryant Lescher. There being no objections, the minutes were approved as written.  

4.  Action Items 

4.1 Course Inactivation: ENGL-41 English Skills Tutoring – Nicole Bryant Lescher 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Sean Thomas explains that this course was closely integrated with the developmental English course 
sequence, which has changed significantly in anticipation of AB 705.   

4.2 Distance Education: MATH-30 College Algebra – Michael Butler 

Steve Brown   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] the motion to table this proposal at the author’s request was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.3 Large Format: NURS-3 Nursing Science & Practice Concepts III – Roberta Farrar 

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   



Sean Thomas thanked Alison Pritchard for her thorough explanation and revision of the reasoning for 
this course to be offered in large format for both NURS-3 and NURS-4.  

4.4 Large Format: NURS-4 Nursing Science & Practice Concepts IV – Roberta Farrar 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

 

4.5 NEW Course: GUID-245 Applied Study Skills and Strategies – Trish Blair 

Nicole Bryant Lescher   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Trish Blair explained that this would run concurrently with GUID-145 to provide a noncredit option to 
serve students who are nearing their unit cap, but need this additional support. Jennifer Burlison 
commented that she thinks this will be very helpful to students.  

4.6 NEW Course: MATH-10 Contemporary Mathematics for Career Technical Fields – Jon Pace 

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Sean Thomas was glad to see collegial conversation happening in the forum re: issues raised around this 
proposal. Jon Pace apologized to Steve Brown for inadvertently leaving him off the adressee list of the 
email that was sent to CE faculty. The Math department has concern about including the full name of 
the CE division in the title of the course, as it is primarily design for students training in the trades, which 
doesn't include all programs in the CE division.  

Jennifer Burlison encouraged Jon Pace to visit a District Counseling meeting to explain how and when to 
advise students to take this math course. Courtney Loder suggested that perhaps the CE advisor could 
attend the first class session to be there and help students who may not be in the right place.   

Wording in Catalog Description revised to say "many Career Education programs" instead of listing the 
names of specific programs.   

The Committee thanked and congratulated Jon Pace for creating this course, which has been a topic of 
discussion and desired by the CE faculty for several years.       



Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve for CR 
GE Area D3 was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

 

4.7 Course Revision: ENVSC-10 Introduction to Environmental Science – Maria Friedman 

Marla Gleave   [M], Steve Brown  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

Sean thanked committee members for being responsive to Maria's questions in the forum. There was 
some discussion about whether a word or page count is necessary for articulation or C-ID. The C-ID 
descriptor does not specify writing amounts, and Marla Gleave clarified that CSU/UC GE reviewers 
would not require a specific word count.    

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to maintain 
approval for CR GE Area A was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

4.8 Degree Revision: Psychology AA-T – Michelle Haggerty 

Steve Brown   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Discussion:   

      

5.  Discussion 

 5.1 Annual Curriculum Committee Training – Sean Thomas 

Sean Thomas explained the reasoning behind this annual agenda item as it relates to recent streamlining 
efforts at the Chancellor's Office that have returned more authority to local committees for approving 
curriculum without full review at the state level. 



Our institutional history has relied very heavily on the Curriculum Coordinator and Articulation Officer as 
the main repository for a lot of the detailed knowledge related to curriculum. It's perhaps not 
appropriate to expect committee members to build up that level of knowledge, but we should strive to 
build more awareness of system-wide issues, etc. 

Marla asked about the new requirement to report out-of-class hours. Courtney Loder explained that out 
of class hours aren't explicitly stated on our current CORs, but that eLumen supports reporting these by 
default.  

ASCCC is shifting to look at total student work (will still include specifying in and out-of-class activities), 
in order to make sure that credit is awarded is compliant with Ed Code. 

Sean asked how review for this meeting felt with everybody looking at the same proposals.  

SteveBrown commented that with a small agenda, it was fine.  

Jennifer Burlison said that seeing comments and input from more committee members was helpful in 
seeing if she's on the right track with her feedback.  

Levi Gill appreciated it because he's new to the committee and trying to figure out the whole system.  

Sean replied that we are unlikely to keep doing this moving forward with the typical size of our agendas, 
but he liked the amount of discussion that happened with everyone looking.  

Nicole Bryant Lescher wishes there was a way for a reviewer to "activate" a proposal that would benefit 
from more eyes/all hands on deck. Courtney Loder suggested that folks in this situation email Sean, who 
can send up a flare to the rest of the committee, asking them to take a look.     

5.2 Change in State Policy: All Local Certificates with 16 or more units must now be approved by the 
Chancellor’s Office as Certificates of Achievement (previously 18 or more units) 

All local certificates falling into this category are CE programs. Courtney will send list of certificates to 
Sean, who will communicate with Kerry Mayer, Dean of CE.  

5.3 How to handle non-Math courses in CR GE Area D3 (Analytical Thinking) in the absence of 
placement test scores 

Courtney Loder described the Title 5 requirement for math competency re: awarding an associate 
degree. Our local GE policy specifies an assessment score is needed for students to opt out of the math 
courses in this area.  

Sean Thomas clarified that he'd like for us to talk through the issues involved, and roll this discussion up 
to the academic senate for clarification about how to adjust local practice and/or policy.  

MATH-120 is not a transfer level class, and with AB705 allowing students to self-place at transfer level 
there are far more students placing into transfer level math (as intended), but there is still confusion 
about how to confirm competency.   

Sean Thomas and Nicole Braynt Lescher commented that our policies all assumed a standardized test 
was part of the equation, and now a lot of policy language is obsolete (locally and all the way up to title 
5). Accuplacer didn't create this problem, but the absence of a 'score' highlights an issue that existed all 
along--the barriers created and biases enforced by the standardized placement test.  



Sean Thomas will summarize our discussion and raise this issue with the senate co-presidents for further 
discussion and decision-making. 

Jennifer Burlison asked Dave Bazard about the future of MATH-120. Dave said it will stick around 
because it will be a recommended preparatory course for STEM majors entering MATH-30 who didn't 
take a pre-calculus sequence in high school or at another campus. Math faculty are also working on a 
course that combines MATH-380 and MATH-120 content to serve students at the pre-transfer level who 
plan to pursue STEM degrees (IR reports this is likely to be a small cohort, appx. 20 students).         

 

5.4 eLumen Transition Status Update – Courtney Loder 

No new updates since our last meeting.  

 

6. Announcements and Open Forum 

      

 

7. Adjournment: On motion by  Steve Brown , seconded by Jennifer Burlison  , the meeting was adjourned at 
2:55p.m. 


